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Abstract 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

In this paper, the mathematical modelling of a novel Electrical Energy Storage (EES) Receiver 

for Solar Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC) is presented. The EES receiver is essentially a Heat 

Collecting Element (HCE) with built in storage in the form of thermal batteries such as the 

Sodium Sulphur (NaS).  The conceptual design and mathematical models describing the 

operation of the receiver are presented along with important results of model validation. 

When held under adiabatic conditions (a primary indicator of model validity), results were 

highly consistent with established National Renewable Energy Laboratory(NREL), USA models 

and with experimental data for existing SCHOTT PTR-70 and Solel UVAC3 receiver tubes 

currently being used in existing PTC power plants. 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
Keywords: Energy Storage, Parabolic Trough Collector, PTC, Power Plants, Heat Collecting Element, HCE, 

Thermal Battery, Sodium Sulphur, Utility Grid, NaS Cell 

 

Nomenclature 

Parameter Description  Unit Parameter Description  Unit 冊算伺残 Collector mirror 

area  

(m2) 詩算伺仔士┸賛嗣 Convective heat 

transfer 

coefficient from 

glass tube to 

ambient  

(Wm-2K-1) 

資珊嗣 Emissivity of 

absorber tube 

 

None 詩算伺仔士┸珊嗣 Convective heat 

transfer 

coefficient from 

absorber tube to 

glass tube  

(Wm-2K-1) 

資賛嗣 Emissivity of glass 

tube 

 

None 拶珊嗣┸伺 Outer diameter of 

absorber tube     

(m) 

滋賛嗣 Transmittance of 

glass tube  

None 拶珊嗣┸餐 Inner diameter of 

absorber tube  

(m) 

詩珊嗣 Absorptance of 

absorber tube  

None 拶賛嗣┸伺 Outer diameter of 

glass tube  

(m) 

詩賛嗣 Absorptance of 

glass tube 

None 拶賛嗣┸餐 Inner diameter of 

glass tube  

(m) 



Parameter Description  Unit Parameter Description  Unit 昌賛嗣┸伺 Shape Factor of 

glass tube outer 

surface 

None 拶産嗣┸伺 Outer diameter of 

battery  tube  

(m) 

昌珊┸伺貸賛嗣┸餐 Shape Factor 

between absorber 

and glass tubes 

None 拶産嗣┸餐 Inner diameter of 

battery  tube  

(m) 

皐滋詩誌 Incidence angle 

modifier 

None 拶錆珊傘 Diameter of  the 

N;“ IWﾉﾉげゲ ｷﾐﾐWヴ 
sodium electrode  

(m) 

時 Bﾗﾉデ┣ﾏ;ﾐげゲ 
Constant 

 

(Wm-2K-4) 参賛嗣┸餐 Temperature of 

glass tube  inner 

wall  

(K) 

暫珊産 Thermal 

conductivity of 

material between 

さ;ざ ;ﾐS さHざく 

(Wm-1K-1) 参賛嗣┸伺 Temperature of 

glass tube  outer 

wall  

(K) 

誌 Mirror Shape 

Factor 

None 参酸嗣讃 Bulk heat transfer 

fluid temperature  

(K) 

持 Mirror reflectivity None 参史暫姿 Sky Temperature  (K) 酸珊仔仔┸伺 Outer annular heat 

transfer coefficient  

(Wm-2K-1) 参珊仕産 Ambient 

Temperature  

(K) 

酸珊仔仔┸餐 Inner annular heat 

transfer coefficient  

(Wm-2K-1) 参錆珊傘 Average 

temperature of 

the NaS cell in 

lumped model  

(K) 

参珊嗣┸伺 Temperature of 

absorber tube  

outer wall 

(K) 参珊嗣┸餐 Temperature of 

absorber tube  

inner wall 

(K) 

参産嗣┸伺 Temperature of 

battery tube  outer 

wall 

(K) 参産嗣┸餐 Temperature of 

battery tube  

inner wall 

(K) 

参産嗣┸伺 Temperature of 

battery tube  outer 

wall 

(K) 参産嗣┸餐 Temperature of 

battery tube  

inner wall 

(K) 

撮算蚕残残 NaS cell voltage 

w.r.t cell discharge 

state  

(V)  Solar Flux 

Concentration 

Ratio 

None 

薩算蚕残残 NaS cell current 

(charging にve, 

discharging +ve) 

(A) 三錆珊傘 Internal electrical 

resistance of NaS 

cell 

ふびぶ 

Nu Nusselt Number None Pr Prandtl Number None 

Gr Grashof Number None Re Reynolds Number None 

Ra Rayleigh Number None Bi Biot Number None 



Table 1: Definition of Heat Fluxes for EES Receiver 

Heat Flux 

(W/m)* 

 Heat Transfer 

 Method 

Heat Transfer Direction 

 From To 

刺旺岌 酸嗣讃貸錆珊傘  Conduction heat transfer fluid NaS cell 

刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸産嗣  Conduction battery tube outer 

surface 

battery tube inner 

surface 

刺旺岌 酸嗣讃貸産嗣┸伺  Convection heat transfer fluid battery tube outer 

surface 

刺旺岌 珊嗣貸酸嗣讃  Convection absorber tube inner 

surface 

heat transfer fluid 

刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣  Conduction absorber tube outer 

surface 

absorber tube inner 

surface 

刺旺岌 鯖司珊纂┸珊嗣貸賛嗣  Radiation absorber tube outer 

surface 

glass tube inner surface 

刺旺岌 鯖算伺仔纂┸賛嗣  Conduction glass tube inner surface glass tube outer surface 

刺旺岌 鯖算伺仔士┸賛嗣貸珊仕産  Convection glass tube outer surface Ambient 

刺旺岌 鯖司珊纂┸賛嗣貸史暫姿  Radiation glass tube outer surface Sky 

刺旺岌 史伺残┻珊産史┸珊嗣  Radiation Sun Abs. tube outer surface 

刺旺岌 史伺残┻珊産史┸賛嗣  Radiation Sun glass tube outer surface 

刺旺岌 鯖賛嗣┸嗣伺嗣  convection, 

radiation 

Sun Ambient 

刺旺岌 産嗣┸餐貸錆珊傘  Conduction battery tube inner 

surface 

NaS cell 

* per unit length of the EES receiver 

 

 

 



1. Introduction 

Solar parabolic trough collector (PTC) power plants have been at the core of modern utility 

scale solar power generation for over three decades [1]. This is largely due to the fact that 

they produce large amounts of さｪヴWWﾐざ dispatchable electric power on a Mega Watt (MW) 

scale, through thermo-electrical conversion of concentrated solar radiation using precisely 

engineered solar collector/receiver assemblies (Figure 1)[2]. When integrated with storage, 

they can provide a great potential for the integration of other Variable Renewable Energy 

(VRE) technologies and a host of other ancillary and power quality support applications  

[3],[4]. 

 

Figure 1: Parabolic trough collector and receiver tube (Source: NREL) 

 

However, a survey of widely available literature on renewables reveal that in recent years, 

commercial and utility scale PTC technology has been adversely affected by falling prices in 

photovoltaic technology, its main competitor [5]. If PTC technology is to become a more 

attractive to investors in a market swamped with low cost photovoltaics, news ways must be 

found to leverage or enhance a key advantage of this technology, さWﾐWヴｪ┞ ゲデﾗヴ;ｪW I;ヮ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ざく 
While examining storage options, it was discovered that high energy density さ“ﾗSｷ┌ﾏ “┌ﾉヮｴ┌ヴ 
ふN;“ぶざ batteries were being deployed for electrical energy storage applications in wind and 

Photovoltaic (PV) plants worldwide [6].  

It was also realized that these battery systems were widely used for grid support applications 

in Japan, providing power outputs in the MW range for over 6-8 hour durations [7]. It is this 

6-8 hour power supply duration that initially prompted interest in the energy storage 



capabilities of these battery systems, as it is identical to the average power supply duration 

of a PTC plant thermal storage system. Also the fact that NaS batteries are thermal batteries 

and must be heated up to operational temperature before use, led to the realization that the 

NaS battery and a standard PTC power plant both operate within a coincidental temperature 

range of 300 に 400°C [8],[9].  

This immediately suggested that it would be possible to heat the NaS batteries using the HTF 

from the solar field, a completely different method to the standard approach of heating these 

batteries in a sand filled module equipped with an electrical heater and a temperature control 

system [10]. It also became apparent that the tubular nature  of most commercial NaS cells  

would allow them to be easily placed inside a standard PTC receiver tube for heating [11].  All 

that would be required was a special modification of the receiver tube internals to allow for 

heat transfer fluid (HTF) flow between the main receiver tube and the internal batteries 

(annular flow) rather than traditional plugged flow [12].  

This sequence of initial thought processes led to the conceptualization, design, modelling and 

analysis of the Electrical Energy Storage (EES) Receiver for Solar Parabolic Trough Collectors 

ふPTCげゲぶ, described in Section 3. However, it is great important to contextualize this work in 

relation to recent advances in the Energy Storage and NaS Battery technologies.  This is 

covered in the survey of recent, relevant literature which follows next. 

 

2. Literature Review に A Survey of Recent Progress in Energy Storage Technologies for 

Solar and General Renewable Energy Applications 

The creation of an innovative energy storage solution is a central focus of this paper. 

Consequently, the existing and emerging energy storage technologies in their various modes 

of development and deployment serve as the background for the contextualizing this work.  

2.1. General Energy Storage Applications 

Energy storage technologies have seen significant and increasing deployment in renewable 

energy systems in recent years. This is particularly due to their ability to increase the value of 

the energy produced from variable renewable energy (VRE) sources by reducing energy 

curtailment and significant increasing energy dispatchability [13]. Further, the scope of energy 

storage technologies under current research and development is extremely broad.  A survey 

of the most recent review comprehensive articles [13に26] on this topic reveals that current 

energy storage systems for domestic, commercial and utility markets cover a very wide a 

broad scope of  technologies. These include, but are not limited to the following: 

 Pumped-Hydro Energy Storage (PHES)  

 Underground Thermal Energy Storage (UTES) 

 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES) 



 Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES) 

 Molten Salt/Synthetic Oil Thermal Energy Storage 

 Electrical/Electrochemical Battery Storage 

 Supercapacitor Short Term Energy Storage 

 Flow Battery Energy Storage 

 Thermochemical/Thermo-electro-chemical Storage 

 Chemical-Hydrogen Storage 

 Flywheel and Mechanical Spring Storage 

 Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) 

 Solid Media/Phase Change Energy Storage 

 Hot/Cold Water Energy Storage 

An evaluation of the above listing reveals that these systems store available energy either in 

electrical, chemical, gravitational potential, elastic potential or thermal energy forms and 

cover a capacity ranging from Watt-ｴﾗ┌ヴゲ ふWｴげゲぶ デﾗ Gｷｪ;-Watt-ｴﾗ┌ヴゲ ふGWｴげゲぶ [23]. They also 

cover a time span ranging from short-term usage (e.g. electric grid frequency control, ramping 

and spinning reserves), to medium term grid supply/demand balancing, up to long-term 

storage options (such as seasonal energy storage, or as substitutions for grid 

extensions/reinforcements)[13]. 

Increasingly, many of the above-mentioned storage technologies are now being deployed as 

Hybrid Energy Storage Systems (HESS). As stated by Bocklisch and Chong et al., these systems 

provide a beneficial coupling of two or more storage systems that increases the durability, 

practicality and cost effectiveness of a passive, semi-active or active storage solution[27,28]. 

Recent comprehensive reviews of HESS technologies by Hematti et al. and Zimmermann et 

al. [29,30] discuss standard HESS applications, coupling architectures, energy management 

mechanisms and approaches for power flow decomposition using peak shaving and double 

low-pass filtering approaches. 

With respect to low and short term power scales, flywheels, mechanical springs, 

superconducting magnets and supercapacitors are the technologies of choice for absorbing 

and supplementing intermittent mismatches in energy supply and demand for electric grids. 

In many instances, they also aid with power quality support in the form of voltage/frequency 

control. Recent comprehensive reviews of these Energy Storage Systems (FESS) as conducted 

by Arani et al., Buckles et al., Pena-Alzola et al., Raman et al. and Mousavi et al. [31に37] 

suggest among other things that these technologies will all play an increasing role in 

supporting renewables energy penetration of utility grids; extending the economies scale 

seen in large scale storage applications such as Pumped Hydro Energy Storage (PHES) 

デWIｴﾐﾗﾉﾗｪ┞ デﾗ ﾉﾗ┘Wヴ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ さH┌ｷﾉSｷﾐｪ ﾉW┗Wﾉざ ゲI;ﾉWゲ ┘ｴWヴW デｴｷゲ ｷゲ ;HゲWﾐデ [38] and providing 

さゲﾏﾗﾗデｴｷﾐｪ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデざ ｷﾐ ﾏｷIヴﾗｪヴｷSゲく  



For higher and longer power scale applications, especially in support of baseload power 

generation, electro-mechanical/ storage technologies such as Pumped-Hydro Energy Storage 

(PHES), Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES), Liquid Air Energy Storage (LAES) and electro-

chemical Flow Battery Energy Storage (FBES) are in current use. Of this group PHES is the most 

dominant  and mature technology, accounting for 99% of current global grid energy storage 

capacity and is readily able to provide flexible ramping and power quality services [23,39]. 

CAES and LAES are emerging storage options on the medium to large power scale. However, 

as stated by Budt et al., these technologies must overcome significant challenges such as their 

various degrees of ramping inflexibility; site dependent and high cost air reservoirs and in 

many cases, the conversion inefficiencies associated with the use of separate compressors 

and turbines within the energy conversion cycle [40].   

With respect to Flow Battery Energy Storage (FBES), Alotto et al. and Weber et al. in a recent 

reviews highlighted the high potential of this storage technology, citing positives such as high 

cycle efficiencies, power/energy independent system sizing, room temperature operation, 

and very long working cycle life [41,42]. However, one significant hurdle to expansive 

commercial deployment of these systems (eg. zinc-bromine, vanadium and ironにvanadium 

and other common redox couples) is their significant capital cost [43,44]. 

 

2.2. Solar Energy Storage Applications 

Solar energy systems are among the most promising and increasingly deployed renewable 

energy technologies. These systems are divided largely into two major categories; Solar 

Photovoltaics (PV) and Solar thermal technologies. Each of these two categories may be 

implemented at the systems level as concentrating solar power (CSP) systems or non-

concentrating systems. Owing to the intermittent nature of solar energy sources, storage 

systems are especially critical for grid integration and increased renewables penetration [25]. 

However, none of the previously described energy storage solutions are utilized or deployed 

with existing utility scale solar energy systems. 

Historically, storage solutions for utility scale solar energy systems have been largely 

electrical/electro-chemical for Photovoltaic Systems and Thermal/Thermo-chemical/Thermo-

electrical for Solar Thermal Systems. Solar photovoltaic systems have been traditionally 

augmented with electrical energy storage on the residential/commercial side mainly in the 

form of deep cycle lead acid or lithium-ion batteries [45]. On a utility scale, both solar 

photovoltaic and wind energy systems have been augmented with electrical energy storage 

in the form of Sodium-Sulfur and Redox Flow batteries in a few reported pilot projects [8,46に
50]. 

This work however concerns Solar Parabolic Trough Collector (PTC) systems, a thermally 

categorized utility scale concentrating solar power (CSP) technology that has traditionally 

utilized low cost sensible heat storage in insulated tanks with  eutectic mixtures of KNO3, 



NaNO3 molten salts[51].  The traditional set-up is that of a two-tank system (a hot and cold 

tank) operated in conjunction with  a heat exchanger and the solar collector field [52]. This is 

the industry standard used in all operating utility scale CSP power plants to date. Through 

successful research has been conducted on solid media storage mechanisms such as high 

temperature concretes, phase change encapsulated solids, cast iron, cast steel, silica and 

magnesia fire bricks [53], no utility scale storage system based on these technologies 

currently exists.  

One promising tank based storage system is the さthermoclineざ, in which both hot and cold 

fluid are contained in a single tank. TｴW デWヴﾏ さデｴWヴﾏﾗIﾉｷﾐWざ ヴWaWヴゲ デﾗ デｴW the sharp 

temperature gradient that exists between the two fluid regions and which serves as a 

boundary of fluid separation. The sWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾗﾐ HWデ┘WWﾐ さｴﾗデざ ;ﾐS さIﾗﾉSざ aﾉ┌ｷS regions is 

maintained by the combined effect of buoyancy induced stratification within the storage 

and/or by a movable baffle that floats up or down within the tank. Conceptually, this storage 

system could provide a lower cost storage solution, but there have been challenges with 

maintaining fluid stratification and preventing heat transfer between the two fluid regions  

One of the earliest deployments of this storage system was the Solar One Thermocline Tank 

which operated from 1982 to 1986 using  Caloria HT-43 mineral oil as a heat transfer fluid and 

a rock/sand combination as the porus filler material [54]. Over a decade ago Pacheo et al. and 

Brosseau et al. of Sandia National Laboratories pioneered experimental work on 2.3 MWhth 

pilot thermocline tank [55,56]. Research in recent years has focused mainly on four key areas 

(a) Optimization of tank design (b) Filler material selection and analysis (c) General 

thermocline system modelling and (d) Investigating thermal ratcheting and viscous 

channelling problems [55に64].  

Thermo-chemical energy storage systems have also been researched and developed for use 

with solar thermal systems. These range from systems that produce usable fuels such as 

hydrogen and syngas by feedstock dissociation, using concentrated solar radiation [65に72] to 

ﾏ┌ﾉデｷﾉW┗Wﾉ ゲﾗヴヮデｷﾗﾐ H;ゲWS さデｴWヴﾏ;ﾉ H;デデWヴ┞ざ I;ゲI;SWS ゲデﾗヴ;ｪW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ [73に81]. 

TｴWヴﾏﾗIｴWﾏｷI;ﾉ WﾐWヴｪ┞ ゲデﾗヴ;ｪW ゲ┞ゲデWﾏゲ ;ヴW デｴWヴWaﾗヴW ヮヴﾗﾏｷゲｷﾐｪ WｷデｴWヴ aﾗヴ ヮヴﾗS┌Iｷﾐｪ さｪヴWWﾐ 
ゲ┌Hゲデｷデ┌デW a┌Wﾉゲざ ﾗヴ aﾗヴ ゲWヴ┗ｷﾐｪ ;ゲ thermal battery systems, especially useful when scavenging 

waste heat from industrial processes. However, these technologies still have not realized 

mainstream competitiveness with the traditional two-tank thermal storage systems used in 

utility scale solar projects and are still under intense research and development. 

This concludes a succinct review of the relevant literature in recent years on energy storage 

systems. The concept proposed in this work, that of hybridizing Sodium-Sulphur Battery and 

Parabolic Trough Collector technologies in a hybridized EES Receiver, is an expansion of an 

original concept proposed by the authors of this work in an earlier publication [82]. This 

survey of published literature clearly establishes the EES Receiver storage concept as both a 

novel contribution and an enhancement to the body of published literature on conceptual 

solar energy storage systems.  



The section which follows next begins with a description of the conceptual EES receiver, the 

principal subject of this work. 

 

3. Description of the EES Receiver 

The EES receiver can be described as a hybrid solar heat collecting element (HCE) for parabolic 

trough collectors with built in electrical storage. The objective behind the design of the EES 

receiver was to create a solar receiver for that could help to solve the challenge of energy 

storage by incorporating さH┌ｷﾉデ ｷﾐ WﾐWヴｪ┞ ゲデﾗヴ;ｪWざ.  

Unlike the traditional receiver (Figure 2a) used in a PTC power plant, the conceptual EES 

receiver (Figure 2b) would provide the functions of a traditional PTC receiver along with the 

added benefit of electrical energy storage in the form of sodium sulphur batteries. Although 

technically speaking, さ; H;デデWヴ┞ ｷゲ ;ﾐ WﾉWIデヴｷI;ﾉ IﾗﾐﾐWIデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デ┘ﾗ ﾗヴ ﾏﾗヴW IWﾉﾉゲざ, throughout 

this paper the terms さN;“ H;デデWヴ┞ざ and さN;“ IWﾉﾉざ are used interchangeably, as referring to 

さ; ゲｷﾐｪﾉW N;“ energy ゲデﾗヴ;ｪW WﾉWﾏWﾐデざ. 

The longitudinal section through the EES receiver (Figure 2) highlights the fundamental 

difference of the EES receiver with respect to a standard PTC receiver. This difference lies in 

its internal construction.  

Like a traditional receiver (e.g Schott PTR-70), the EES receiver consists of a selectively coated 

steel absorber tube enclosed within an evacuated borosilicate glass cover, with glass and 

metal tube ends joined together through use of thermally expandable steel bellows and glass-

metal seals [83]. The glass cover itself has high transmittivity to solar flux (酵直 伴 ど┻ひば) and has 

an anti-reflective coating to reduce reflective losses.  

Vacuum enclosure of the absorber tube protects the selective coating from degradation and 

virtually eliminates convective heat loss. Special chemical getters (molecule sponges) placed 

within the evacuated space, absorb gas molecules left after sealing and indicate via colour 

change, whether the tubeげゲ vacuum has been lost. All of the above is typical of a commercial 

PTC receiver [84,85].  In addition to all the afore mentioned components, the EES receiver 

contains an internal さH;デデWヴ┞ デ┌HWざ ふFigure 3) containing high energy density NaS cells or 

equivalent thermal batteries. The heat transfer fluid (HTF) therefore flows in the さconcentric 

;ﾐﾐ┌ﾉ;ヴ ゲヮ;IWざ between the absorber and battery tubes.   

 



 

 

Figure 2: Schematic showing (a) Section through Standard Receiver Tube and (b) Conceptual EES Receiver Tube



 

Figure 3: Schematic showing internal assembly of tubes within the EES Receiver 

 

Heat is transferred through forced convection from the HTF to the battery tube wall, which 

should be made of a highly thermally conductive material such as aluminium, capable of the 

process duty (temperature and pressure). For higher temperature systems (T > 500°C), a steel 

battery tube would be required. Inside the battery tube, is a special ceramic tube (Figure 3) which 

houses the NaS batteries. The fundamental purpose of this tube is to electrically insulate NaS 

batteries from each other and also from the rest of the receiver, thereby preventing short 

circuiting. Therefore, this tube should be electrically non-conductive.  

However, since heat must be transferred from the battery tube to the NaS cells the chosen 

ceramic tube should also have good thermal conductivity. A low cost ceramic material which 

serves both purposes well is mullite alumina, which unlike silicon carbide (another low cost 

material that was considered) is electrically non-conductive [86,87]. It is also important to note 

that for effective heat transfer, the battery tube, ceramic tube and NaS cells must be in good 

physical contact, albeit within the tolerances allowed for differences in thermal expansion.  

Individual NaS cells within the ceramic tube are linked electrically and physically with metallic 

interconnects, connecting opposite poles (+ with -) of adjacent batteries. Cells in a standard 4 m 

receiver would be all connected in series. However, practical receiver modules could also be 

connected in parallel to increase the current capacity of the NaS battery storage system.  

To hold the battery tube concentrically within the outer absorber tube, sヮWIｷ;ﾉﾉ┞ SWゲｷｪﾐWS さWﾐS 
capsざ ふFigure 4) are either screwed on with appropriate high temperature thread sealant or 

welded in place at both receiver ends to hold the whole tube assembly together. These end caps 

have special holes or slots for the passage of HTF into the flow channel, and another channel 

orthogonal to the HTF flow for feeding the battery cable into the battery. 



 

Figure 4: Schematic showing longitudinal section of the EES Receiver near the End Cap 

 

A bung on the inside of each endcap seals the entrance of the battery tube and prevents HTF 

from entering the battery compartment. Finally, the NaS batteries are electrically insulated from 

the internal face of this bung and the rest of the receiver body, by a special mica disc. This 

completes the general description of the components making up the design of conceptual EES 

receiver, along with their intended functionality. The next section now discusses the intended 

operation of the designed receiver in a typical PTC Power plant. 

 

4. Operation of the EES Receiver in a typical PTC Power Plant 

The EES receiver is intended to operate within a PTC Power plant as the Heat Collecting Element 

(HCE). A typical PTC power plant layout (Figure 5) comprises three main parts: a solar field, a 

thermal storage block and a power block. The solar field consists of long rows of highly reflective 

parabolic trough mirrors, arranged in loops, and attached to large rotatable tracking platforms 

[88]. 



 

Figure 5: Schematic of layout of a standard PTC Power Plant (Source:[89]) 

These platforms are oriented axially along a north-south line where they track the sun along an 

east to west path (Figure 6). IﾐIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ ゲﾗﾉ;ヴ さHW;ﾏざ radiation is concentrated by a factor of 20 - 

80 suns unto a selectively coated black absorber tube, at the focal axis of the trough. Typical solar 

to electrical conversion efficiencies of 24% [90] ;ヴW ゲデ;ﾐS;ヴS aﾗヴ デﾗS;┞げゲ IﾗﾏﾏWヴIｷ;ﾉ PTC plants, 

a value notably higher than the highest efficiency values (22%) of solar photovoltaic modules 

available in the market [91]. 

 

 

Figure 6: East-West tracking of a parabolic trough collectors (Adapted: [92]) 



 

The concentrated solar radiation absorbed by the PTC receiver typically heats a special fluid (HTF) 

circulating inside (at  8-9 kg/s) up to a working temperature of about 393oC [88]. The hot fluid is 

デｴWﾐ ヮ┌ﾏヮWS ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ヮﾉ;ﾐデげゲ ヮﾗ┘Wヴ HﾉﾗIﾆが ┘ｴWヴW ｷデ W┝Iｴ;ﾐｪWゲ sensible heat to produce 

superheated steam (100 bar, 371oC) for driving a Rankine power cycle  steam turbine, which is 

mechanically coupled to an electric generator [93].  Once through the power block, the cooled 

HTF is pumped back into the solar field for the cyclic reheating process.  

The hybridizing of NaS and PTC technologies to build a conceptual EES PTC power plant is possible 

because of the following reasons.  

a) The 300-400°C operating temperature range of both technologies [6],[3] is naturally coincident. 

b)  The layout of the conceptual EES PTC plant would be identical to that of an existing PTC power 

plant, requiring only a special internal modification of the receiver in the solar field.  

c) The modification required for production of the EES receiver will affect chiefly the diameter (cross 

sectional) of the traditional receiver and therefore should adapt itself easily to existing operating 

facilities. 

Some important conditions identified for the operation of this conceptual PTC plant are as 

follows: 

a) The volume of the HTF annulus and/or mass flow in the EES receiver (hence receiver size) must 

be correctly optimized to maintain the heat transfer/enthalpy requirements of the PTC plant. 

b) The HTF mass flow and heat exchange, along with NaS cell charge/discharge must be controlled 

as required to maintain the NaS cell temperatures ideally within the 300-450°C operating range. 

c) The NaS cells should ideally be charged during the main daylight hours, storing available solar 

energy in electrical form for discharge during evening and night-time hours, when the sun is 

unavailable and energy demand peaks. 

d) In the situation that the cells reach full charge during the daylight hours, the endothermic heat 

flux normally absorbed during the charging process will become zero. Consequently, if solar flux 

continues to pass into the cells, cell temperatures could rise above the maximum operating value 

and cause cell failure.  Therefore, HTF mass flows must be controlled such that the temperature 

of the HTF in the annulus around the cell always stays within the 300-450°C operating range.  If 

this condition is satisfied, the NaS cell temperature will only approach (Figure 7), but never exceed 

HTF operating temperature range, with flux into the cells becoming zero as 劇朝銚聴 蝦 劇朕痛捗.  



 

Figure 7: Schematic illustrating the relationship between NaS and HTF temperature profiles 

 

e) Fully charged cells should NOT be discharged for extended periods during daylight hours, since 

the discharge process is exothermic. However, if this must be done outside of night time hours 

(eg. to provide ramping reserves and other ancillary power support services), EES receivers 

should be partially or totally defocused from the incident solar radiation as required to stay 

within cell operating temperature limits.  

In addition, the HTF temperature and mass flow in the EES HTF loop (Figure 8) must be controlled 

so that the heat generated during cell discharge is sinked from the NaS cells into the power plant 

block, or into the thermal storage tanks.   



 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the conceptual EES HTF loop 

 

Heat transfer in the EES receiver comprises:  

a) Heat transfer from the sun to the working fluid 

b) Heat losses from the EES receiver to the ambient 

c) Heat transfer from the working fluid to the NaS cells  

d) Heat transfer from the NaS cells to the working fluid (occurs during electrical discharge) 

During daytime hours, solar radiation is used to: 

a) Heat the NaS cells in the EES receiver up to a working temperature of between 300°C (HTF 

inlet temp.) and 400°C (HTF outlet temp.).   

b) Raise the HTF up to a typical working temperature of about 400°C for driving the Rankine 

steam cycle of the power plant. 

c) Charge the thermal energy storage system (molten salt tank). 

The EES power plant could also provide another very significant advantage over the conventional 

plant during night time operation. With much lower ambient temperatures, an absence of solar 

radiation, and possibly clear skies at night time, the temperature of HTF in the solar field will 

gradually fall and freezing could occur. This is largely owing to heat radiation to the sky and 

convection to the ambient by the receivers (Figure 9). This problem is solved in conventional PTC 

plants by circulating the HTF through an auxiliary heat exchanger powered by a gas fired boiler 

or by electrical joule heating through the absorber tube walls [88].   



 

Figure 9: Thermal resistance model of heat flow in the EES receiver (night time)  

 

If the  NaS cells are discharged during night time hours for power generation, given that cell 

discharge is an exothermic process [10], with appropriate controls, the heat generated during 

night time discharge could prove effective in maintaining the HTF temperature of the solar field, 

without requiring auxiliary power. All these concepts are topics for future evaluation and 

thorough analysis. In the next section, the mathematical models describing the heat transfer 

processes within the EES receiver are presented. 

 

5. Modelling of Heat Transfer to the NaS Cell 

In this section, the mathematical models that represent the key heat transfer processes are 

presented. Assumptions that have been made for the sole purpose of model simplification and 

easier computation are now given in the brief sub-section that here follows. 

 

5.1. Assumptions used in Heat Transfer Modelling  

The following assumptions were made to simplify the system of mathematical equations that 

model the EES receiver. It was assumed that: 



1. A vacuum exists between the absorber tube and glass cover of the EES receiver. Therefore, 

convective heat loss can be neglected. 

2. Conductive losses from the tube supports are negligible and therefore can be ignored. 

3. The NaS cells and battery tube combination have infinite conductance, with no axial or radial 

temperature gradients. Therefore, this allows the use of an average cell temperature 劇朝銚聴, in 

all calculations.  

4. Variation in HTF temperature is one-dimensional, and occurs only in the axial (HTF flow) 

direction. Therefore, the HTF has no radial temperature gradients and an average HTF 

temperature 劇朕痛捗┸ can be used in all calculations. 

5. Both the inner sodium and outer sulphur electrodes change phase at a common temperature  

representing the solidにliquid phase change temperature for the さWﾐデｷヴW N;“ IWﾉﾉざ. This greatly 

simplifies computation and is permissible since the inner sodium electrode (which melts at 

roughly 100oC) is heated from the outer sulphur electrode which melts at approximately 

115.21oC [10],[11]. However, in the simulations presented in section seven, it was more 

convenient to use a value of 130oC (based on simulated results of HTF outlet temperture).  

With the above model assumptions stated, the first modelling sub-section which now follows, 

presents the lumped capacitance model and the modes of nodular heat transfer within the EES 

receiver system.  

 

5.2. The NaS Cell Lumped Capacitance Model and Nodular Heat Transfer within the     EES 

Receiver System 

For simplicity, but still to provide a useful model of the internal heat transfer, the NaS cell is 

considered to have infinite internal conductance and lumped thermal capacitance (Figure 10). The 

actual thermal resistances inside the cell, theoretically considered as being external, are used to 

calculate an overall heat transfer coefficient 戟墜┸朝銚聴 , between the moving HTF and the NaS cell.   

 



 

Figure 10: Schematic illustrating lumped thermal capacitance of NaS cell 

 

The calculation of the overall heat transfer coefficient  戟墜┸朝銚聴 as described by Duffie and 

Beckman [94] was effected by considering the entire set of layers involved in heat transfer to the 

NaS cell, as depicted in a simplified longitudinal section of the most widely used さIWﾐデヴ;ﾉ ゲﾗSｷ┌ﾏざ 

NaS cell (Figure 11).  



 

Figure 11: Heat transfer to a 300 Ah central sodium NaS cell (Adapted:[95]) 

 

The equation concerning heat transfer to the NaS cell is given as follows: 刺旺岌 算伺仔士┸酸嗣讃貸錆珊傘 噺 山伺┸錆珊傘茅慈拶産嗣┸伺岫参酸嗣讃 伐 参錆珊傘岻       (1) 

 

 

Figure 12: Schematic showing thermal resistance between HTF and NaS Cell 

 

Regarding the resistance network (Figure 12), the overall heat transfer coefficient  戟墜┸朝銚聴 is given 

as follows: 



    

山伺┸錆珊傘 噺 煩 層酸珊仔仔┸餐 髪 拶産嗣┸伺匝 班残仔磐拶産嗣┸伺拶産嗣┸餐 卑暫産嗣 髪 残仔磐拶算嗣┸伺拶算嗣┸餐 卑暫算嗣 髪 残仔磐拶算珊史蚕┸伺拶算珊史蚕┸餐 卑暫算珊史蚕 髪 残仔磐拶史四残┸伺拶史四残┸餐 卑暫史四残 髪 残仔磐拶産蚕嗣珊┸伺拶産蚕嗣珊┸餐 卑暫産蚕嗣珊 髪 残仔磐拶史士┸伺拶史士┸餐 卑暫史士 髪 残仔磐拶錆珊┸伺拶錆珊┸餐 卑暫錆珊 藩晩   (2) 

Jefferson (1972) recommended a correction correlation that was used to improve the accuracy 

of the overall heat transfer coefficient 戟墜┸朝銚聴  in the lumped capacitance model. It yields a 

modified coefficient 戟墜┸朝銚聴茅  which brings the results of the lumped capacitance approach into 

closer agreement (Figure 13) with a transient conduction model. This correlation is given as [96]: 

層山伺┸錆珊傘茅 噺 層袋遇兄 捜エ山伺┸錆珊傘           (3) 

where the Biot number, Bｷ 噺 腸任┸灘尼縄挑迩賃灘尼縄 ┹ and  詣頂 the characteristic length, defined as the ratio of 

デｴW H;デデWヴ┞ デ┌HWげゲ ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾏW デﾗ ゲ┌ヴa;IW ;ヴW; ｷゲ ｪｷ┗Wﾐ ;ゲぎ 

鯖算 噺 惨伺残四仕蚕産嗣冊司蚕珊産嗣┸伺 噺 慈岫拶産嗣┸伺岻匝 想抜鯖錆珊傘斑慈拶産嗣┸伺鯖錆珊傘 噺 拶産嗣┸伺想        (4) 

 

 

Figure 13: Comparative accuracy ﾗa JWaaWヴゲﾗﾐげゲ Correction for improving normalized transient 

heat flux (晒岌 ) predictions in Lumped Capacitance Model predictions (Source: [96]) 

 

Time dependent temperature variation in the Tepco T5 NaS cell modelled in this work is due to 

sensible heat transfer with the HTF, as well as entropic heat generation (exothermic and 

endothermic during cell discharging and charging respectively) within the NaS cell. As given by 



Gibbard (1978), the total heat energy generated or absorbed by the NaS cell can be represented 

as [97]: 晒岌 錆珊傘 噺 晒岌 斬伺四残蚕ｅ酸蚕珊嗣餐仔賛 髪  晒岌 司蚕珊算嗣餐伺仔ｅ蚕仔嗣司伺使姿 噺 薩錆珊傘 岾雌 伐 参拍錆珊傘 纂撮錆珊傘纂参拍錆珊傘峇   (5) 

 

where 考 is the battery polarization and 劇博朝銚聴 鳥帳灘尼縄鳥脹博灘尼縄 is the entropy term. 

The battery polarization 考 = 荊朝銚聴抜迎朝銚聴  with  迎朝銚聴, the internal cell resistance found by the 

difference between the さヴ;デWSざ open circuit voltage at full charge and the cell voltage at a given 

time さデざ, all divided by the current flow at that same time. 

三錆珊傘 噺  岾撮錆珊傘┸伺算貸撮錆珊傘┸ｈ薩錆珊傘 峇薩錆珊傘           (6) 

 

As stated earlier, it is here assumed that the NaS cell has no axial or radial temperature gradients 

and that the whole 0.5 m length of the T5 cell is at one common temperature. This simplified 

approach allows the temperature variation to be time dependent only and represented by the 

first order partial differential equation given as: 

磐示参酸嗣讃示姉 髪 層四拍酸嗣讃 示参酸嗣讃示嗣 卑 噺 酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋山伺┸錆珊傘慈拶産嗣┸伺盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃      (7) 

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶錆珊傘残錆珊傘盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪袋薩錆珊傘磐雌貸参拍錆珊傘纂撮錆珊傘纂参拍錆珊傘卑盤仕算使匪錆珊傘        (8) 

 

 
Figure 14: Thermal resistance model of heat flow in the EES receiver (day time) 



 

Here, heat gain from the HTF is given by the 月銚津津┸沈 term and heat generated within the cell during 

charge/discharge operations by the 荊朝銚聴 and  
鳥帳灘尼縄鳥脹  terms. The direction of daytime heat flows 

can be visualized using the thermal resistance network of  Figure 14. 

At nodes 1-3: (Heat transfer from HTF to NaS Cell) 

Since the battery polarization 考 = 荊朝銚聴抜迎朝銚聴, Equation      (8) can 

be rewritten as follows: 

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶錆珊傘残錆珊傘盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪袋薩錆珊傘磐薩錆珊傘抜三錆珊傘貸参拍錆珊傘纂撮錆珊傘纂参拍錆珊傘卑盤仕算使匪錆珊傘                                                     (9) 

When only the initial heating of the NaS cells (up to operating temperature) is considered, the 

current term is zero and the partial differential equation can be simplified as follows: 示参拍錆珊傘示嗣 噺 山伺┸錆珊傘茅慈拶産嗣┸伺残錆珊傘盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪盤仕算使匪錆珊傘                                                                                             (10) 

where 戟墜┸朝銚聴茅, is the overall heat transfer coefficient from the HTF to the NaS cells, developed 

earlier and modified with the Jefferson correction.   

At nodes 3 - 4: (Heat transfer between Battery Tube and HTF) 

Like the NaS cell, a uniform HTF temperature is assumed with no radial temperature gradients. 

In the case of heating the cells to working temperature, heat is expected to flow into the NaS 

cells from the HTF. However, heat may also flow from the NaS cells into to HTF, during night time 

or poor sunlight conditions when the NaS battery banks are being discharged.  

Therefore, overall battery temperature change may be due to solar heat gain through the inner 

wall of the absorber tube (given by 糠銚津津┸墜), or by heat gained from the NaS cell through the outer 

battery tube wall (given by 糠銚津津┸沈). This is represented in Equation                                

 (11) as:  岾示参酸嗣讃示姉 髪 層四拍刑憩係 示参酸嗣讃示嗣 峇 噺 酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋山伺┸錆珊傘慈拶産嗣┸伺盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃                                                                          (11) 

 
Further, the flux conducted through the NaS battery tube wall from the HTF is given by Equation 

  (12 as: 刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸産嗣 噺 匝慈暫産嗣岫参産嗣┸伺貸参産嗣┸餐岻残仔釆拶産嗣┸伺拶産嗣┸餐 挽                                                                                         (12) 



This is the same flux convected from the HTF to the NaS battery tube, and is given by Equation 

 (13 as: 刺嫗岌 算伺仔士┸酸嗣讃貸産嗣 噺 刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸産嗣 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶産嗣┸伺盤参酸嗣讃 伐 参産嗣┸伺匪                                                 (13) 

 

At nodes 4-5: (Heat transfer from Absorber Tube to HTF) 

At node 4, heat flux enters the HTF by convective heat transfer at the inner wall of the EES 

absorber tube, being conducted from the outer wall which is focused to concentrated solar flux. 

This heat flux is given by Equation  (14 as: 刺旺岌 算伺仔士┸珊嗣貸酸嗣讃 噺 酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣┸餐岫参珊嗣┸餐 伐 参酸嗣讃岻                                                                          (14) 

 

The heat flux conducted through the absorber tube (node 5 of  Figure 14)  is equal to the heat 

flux convected into the HTF and is given by Equation (15 as:   刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣 噺 刺旺岌 算伺仔士┸珊嗣貸酸嗣讃 噺 匝慈暫珊嗣岫参珊嗣┸伺貸参珊嗣┸餐岻残仔釆拶珊嗣┸伺拶珊嗣┸餐 挽         (15) 

 

At nodes 6-7: (Heat balance at the absorber tube) 

The heat flux conducted through the absorber tube wall is equal to the solar energy absorbed 

by the receiver, less the radiative and convective losses at outer surface of the glass cover. This 

is given by Equation   (16 as: 刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣 噺 刺岌 旺旺史伺残┻珊産史┸珊嗣慈拶珊嗣┸伺 伐 岫刺嫗岌 鯖司珊纂┸珊嗣貸賛嗣 髪 刺嫗岌 鯖算伺仔士┸珊嗣貸賛嗣岻     (16) 刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣 噺 刺岌 旺旺史伺残┻珊産史┸珊嗣慈拶珊嗣┸伺 伐 刺嫗岌 鯖司珊纂┸珊嗣貸賛嗣  since 刺嫗岌 鯖算伺仔士┸珊嗣貸賛嗣 噺 宋┻    (17) 

  

Further:  刺嫗岌 鯖司珊纂┸珊嗣貸賛嗣 噺 昌珊嗣┸伺貸賛嗣┸餐時慈拶珊嗣┸伺盤参珊嗣┸伺想 伐 参賛嗣┸餐想 匪         (18) 

and 



 昌珊嗣┸伺貸賛嗣┸餐 噺 釆 層擦珊嗣┸賛嗣 髪 岾 層資珊嗣 伐 層峇 髪 拶珊嗣拶賛嗣┸餐 磐 層資賛嗣 伐 層卑挽貸層
       (19) 

The fluxes 圏旺岌 挑頂墜津鳥┸直痛 and 圏岌 旺鎚墜鎮┻銚長鎚┸直痛 are given as: 

刺旺岌 鯖算伺仔纂┸賛嗣 噺 匝慈暫賛嗣岫参賛嗣┸餐貸参賛嗣┸伺岻珪契 峪拶賛嗣┸伺拶賛嗣┸餐 崋              (20) 

刺岌 旺史伺残┻珊産史┸賛嗣 噺 刺岌 旺旺史伺残┻算伺仔史嗣持仕誌仕皐飼詩賛嗣慈拶賛嗣┸伺        (21) 

 

At nodes 9-10: (Heat loss from the glass tube to the external environment) 

The heat flux conducted through the glass cover is finally lost by radiation to the sky and 

convection to the ambient (Figure 15). This is represented in Equations 22 to    

  (24 as follows: 圏旺岌 挑頂墜津鳥┸直痛 噺 圏旺岌 挑追銚鳥┸直痛貸鎚賃槻 髪 圏旺岌 挑頂墜津塚┸直痛貸銚陳長        (22) 刺旺岌 鯖司珊纂┸賛嗣貸史暫姿 噺 昌賛嗣貸史暫姿時慈拶賛嗣┸伺盤参賛嗣┸伺想 伐 参史暫姿想 匪        (23)  

and 刺旺岌 鯖算伺仔士┸賛嗣貸珊仕産 噺 酸算伺仔士┸賛嗣慈拶賛嗣┸伺盤参賛嗣┸伺 伐 参珊仕産匪      (24) 

 



 

Figure 15: Schematic illustrating the important Heat Fluxes of the EES Receiver 

 

Now that the equations modelling both lumped capacitance and the modes of nodular heat 

transfer for the EES receiver have been presented, the next sub-section outlines the process 

developed to solve the key set of steady state algebraic equations just presented. 

 

5.3. Solving the Steady-State System of Equations 

Solving the quasi-transient system of equations consisted of a process of precedence ordering 

and back substitution of the steady state equations to formulate a very nonlinear algebraic 

equation (    (25) given in terms of the absorber wall heat flux 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛. 

This complex equation was then solved at each spatial ﾐﾗSW ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗSWﾉげゲ デ┘ﾗ SｷゲIヴWデｷ┣WS 
transient equations. 

Writing 圏岌 旺旺鎚墜鎮┻銚長鎚┸銚痛  in terms of the solar constant 圏岌 旺旺鎚墜鎮 and optical PTC parameters 

(貢陳┸紘陳┸ 酵直痛┸ 計提┸糠銚痛┸ 糠直痛), gives: 



刺岌 旺旺史伺残抜察三抜持仕誌仕滋賛嗣皐飼岫詩珊嗣慈拶珊嗣┸伺 髪 詩賛嗣慈拶賛嗣┸伺岻 伐 刺旺岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣 噺
酸算伺仔士┸賛嗣慈拶賛嗣┸伺 均勤勤

僅
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巾 髪

昌賛嗣┸伺慈拶賛嗣┸伺時
菌衿芹
衿緊

琴欽欽欽
欽欣
菌衿芹
衿緊

矩駁駁駁駁
駁駁駁駁駁孰班刺嫦岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣抜残仔釆拶珊嗣┸伺拶珊嗣┸餐 挽匝慈暫珊嗣 髪 釆 刺嫦岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣┸餐 髪 参酸嗣讃挽藩想 伐

盤刺岌 嫗嫗史伺残抜持仕誌仕滋賛嗣皐飼詩珊嗣慈拶珊嗣┸伺貸刺嫗岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣匪昌珊┸伺貼賛嗣┸餐時慈拶珊嗣┸伺
想

近衿謹
衿襟 伐

盤刺岌 嫗嫗史伺残抜持仕誌仕滋賛嗣皐飼詩珊嗣慈拶珊嗣┸伺貸刺嫗岌 算伺仔纂┸珊嗣匪抜 珪契峪拶賛嗣┸伺拶賛嗣┸餐 崋匝慈暫賛嗣 筋禽禽禽
禽禁想

伐 参史暫姿想
近衿謹
衿襟

       (25) 

 

This is the central implicit and non-linear equation in terms of useful heat flux through the 

absorber tube walls into the HTF, 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛 that is the backbone of all model computations. The 

goal seek tool in Microsoft Excel was employed to find the value of this heat flux at each spatial 

node of the computational domain.  

To corroborate the accuracy of the MS Excel results, a binary search (see supplementary data in 

the supporting files accompanying this paper) was conducted to check the MS Excel output. Both 

results agreed and the resulting values were identical to a tolerance of 10-4. With 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛 

computed, the other fluxes and temperatures across the cross section (which are functions of 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛) were easily determined. The next sub-section outlines the reference frame 

transformation for the two partial differential equations used in the model. 

 

5.4. Reference Frame Transformation for the Transient Equations of the Heat Transfer 

Model 



The second step in the process of solving the system of equations was the transformation of 

the transient Equations    (26 and     (27 from a 

Eulerian to a Lagrangian flow reference frame.  

岾示参酸嗣讃纂姉 髪 層士刑憩係 示参酸嗣讃示嗣 峇 噺 酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶産嗣盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃      (26) 

 

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶錆珊傘残錆珊傘盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪袋薩錆珊傘磐薩錆珊傘三錆珊傘貸参拍錆珊傘纂撮錆珊傘纂参拍錆珊傘卑盤仕算使匪錆珊傘       (27) 

 

The transformed equations       

 (28 and  (29 are:  

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣嫗 】姉嫦 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶錆珊傘鯖嫦錆珊傘盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪盤仕算使匪錆珊傘          (28) 

 

示参酸嗣讃示姉嫦 】嗣嫦  噺 鯖讃残伺始 残伺伺使抜 崕酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶珊嗣盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃 崗      (29) 

 

The SｷゲIヴWデｷ┣;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW PくDくEげゲ aﾗヴ ﾐ┌ﾏWヴｷI;ﾉ ゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ ; aｷﾐｷデW SｷaaWヴWﾐIWゲ ;ヮヮヴﾗ;Iｴ is given 

next. 

 

5.5. Discretization and Numerical Solution of the Partial Differential Equations  

TｴW デヴ;ﾐゲaﾗヴﾏWS PくDくEげゲ (       (28) and ( (29), 

were discretized for solution by a finite differences numerical scheme comprising a first order 

forward difference (predictor), and a second order modified central difference (corrector).  

Using the forward difference predictor, the HTF partial derivative was re-written as follows: 

示参酸嗣讃示姉嫦 】嗣嫦 噺 参酸嗣讃餐甜層貸参酸嗣讃餐ッ姉嫗       (30) 

and 

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣嫗 】姉嫦 噺 参拍錆珊傘餐甜層貸参拍錆珊傘餐ッ嗣嫗       (31) 



At the first increment i = 1 using the first order predictor: 

参酸嗣讃岫層岻 噺 参酸嗣讃岫宋岻 髪 ッ姉旺 抜鯖讃残伺始 算酸┻ 峪詩珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋詩珊仔仔┸餐慈拶珊嗣盤参拍錆珊傘┸餐仔餐嗣餐珊残貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃 崋宋   (32) 

Modifying this result using the second order corrector gives:  

参旺酸嗣讃岫層岻 噺 参酸嗣讃岫宋岻 髪 ッ姉嫗 抜鯖讃残伺始 算酸┻匝 崕峪酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶珊嗣盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃 崋宋  髪
 峪酸珊仔仔┸伺慈拶珊嗣盤参珊嗣貸参酸嗣讃匪袋 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶珊嗣盤参拍錆珊傘貸参酸嗣讃匪盤捌岌 算使匪酸嗣讃 崋層 崗        (33) 

Programme code for a Visual Basic code was written in Microsoft Excel to implement the 

ﾐ┌ﾏWヴｷI;ﾉ ゲﾗﾉ┌デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴｷゲ さケ┌;ゲｷ-デヴ;ﾐゲｷWﾐデざ system of equations. The predictor and corrector 

calculations were iterated until the difference between predicted and corrected values was 

within a given tolerance of 1x 10-4°C. The value of the absorber tube temperature used in these 

calculations was derived from the solution (using a Microsoft goalseek tool) of the precedence 

ordered highly non-linear equation     (25) given in terms of the heat flux 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛. 

The other transient equation    (34) regarding the sodium sulphur battery 

temperature 劇博朝銚聴┸ was solved analytically at the same increment using the さaｷﾐ;ﾉ IﾗヴヴWIデWS ┗;ﾉ┌Wざ 

of HTF temperature obtained from the finite difference approximation to the solution.  

示参拍錆珊傘示嗣╆ 】姉嫦 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶産嗣┸伺鯖錆珊傘嫦 盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍史史算匪盤仕算使匪史史算      (34) 

Since 捲嫗 is invariant at 岫ど┸ 建旺岻, then Equation    (34 becomes the ordinary 

differential Equation     (35:  

纂参拍錆珊傘纂嗣╆ 噺 酸珊仔仔┸餐慈拶産嗣┸伺鯖錆珊傘嫦 盤参酸嗣讃貸参拍錆珊傘匪盤仕算使匪錆珊傘      (35) 

This equation was solved by separation of variables at 岫捲┸ 建旺岻  噺  岫ど┸ 建╆怠岻  to obtain the following 

solution: 参拍錆珊傘】宋┸嗣嫦層 噺 参酸嗣讃弁宋┸嗣╆宋 髪 岾参錆珊傘岫宋┸嗣╆宋岻 伐 参酸嗣讃弁宋┸嗣╆宋峇 W┝ヮ貸岫冊嗣嫦層岻      (36) 

where the time value at the next increment is given as: 嗣╆層 噺 ッ姉四酸嗣讃 伐 嗣宋 .       (37) 



Since  建待 噺  建╆待, then also: 

  嗣╆層 噺 ッ姉四酸嗣讃 伐 嗣╆宋       (38) 

For 岫捲╆┸ 建╆岻  噺  岫ど┸ 建╆怠岻, both 系  and  劇朕痛捗岫待┸痛╆迭岻 are evaluated using the properties of the HTF and 

NaS cell coded into the MS Excel macro at 岫捲╆┸ 建╆岻 噺 岫な┸ど岻 . 

With this solution of the average cross sectional NaS cell temperature 劇博朝銚聴, all the temperature 

profiles along the EES receiver length are now defined. Thus, the full mathematical model of the 

system has been presented. Although this model does assume an average temperature for both 

HTF and NaS cells in all computations performed, it still provides useful insights into the nature 

of the expected heat transfer processes during the operation of the conceptual EES receiver.  

 

6. Model Validation 

Heat transfer in the EES receiver is composed primarily of two さ┌ゲWa┌ﾉ WﾐWヴｪ┞ざ producing 

processes: (a) heat transfer to the HTF and (b) heat transfer to the NaS batteries. It is the second 

aspect of this heat transfer process that constitutes the fundamental difference between this 

current model and all the other PTC receiver models developed to date.  

Despite this difference however, it is still possible to compare the outputs of the EES receiver 

model with both credible PTC test data and with recognized models of key researchers. This can 

be achieved if the NaS cells are modelled and held under adiabatic conditions (at ambient 

temperature) so that useful solar energy is transferred only to the HTF, as in the case of a 

standard PTC receiver.  

By the process of setting the inner annular heat transfer co-efficient (for the NaS cells) to zero, 

changing the outer annular diameter to the standard internal diameter of a typical PTC receiver 

tube and making the inner one infinitesimally small, the required comparisons were realized. 

Four key performance metrics of the conceptual EES solar receiver were evaluated, namely: 

a) Receiver heat loss per metre length with absorber temperature 

b) Collector efficiency with HTF temperature 

c) Useful energy gain of the HTF with temperature 

d) Tube temperature with loop position in metres 

Forristall [98] and Dudley [99] are both prominent researchers in the field who have modelled 

the heat transfer processes in commercial PTC receivers. Forristall developed numerical 1-D and 



2-D models which were solved in Engineering Equation Solver [100]. D┌SﾉW┞げゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾗデｴWヴ 
hand was one dimensional and analytical.  

Of the two models, the Forristall model [101] was chosen for most of the comparative simulations 

performed, as the simulation parameters used were the most explicit. The following operating 

conditions, as reported in the work of Forristall were used in all validation simulations: 

 DNI (Direct normal insolation) = 950 W/m2  

 HTF = Therminol VP-1 @ 2.58 m/s 

 Collector = LS-2 

 Receiver = Schott PTR-70 

 Tsky =14oC ; Tamb = 22oC  

 

 Validation Result 1 - Receiver Heat Loss per metre length (W/m) 

In the first comparison, the EES model was used to simulate heat loss characteristics of a receiver 

with physical dimensions like that of a standard PTC receiver and compared against National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), USA test data. Consequently, the model predicted EES 

receiver heat loss, as a function of absorber temperature is plotted in Figure 16, along with 

experimental data obtained from test results conducted at the National Renewable Energy 

Laboratory (NREL) USA. These test results were obtained from NREL test reports written by 

Burkholder and Kutscher[102],[103].  

 



 

Figure 16: Absorber heat loss per metre length vs. absorber tube temperature 

 

It was observed that the EES model under predicts the actual absorber heat loss. This results from 

the fact that it assumes a perfect vacuum between absorber and glass tubes, thus ignoring the 

convective heat exchange in the annulus. However, of the two receivers, test results of the high-

quality Schott PTR-70 most closely approximated those of the idealized condition predicted by 

the EES receiver model.  

 

 Validation Result 2 - Collector Efficiency with HTF Temperature above Ambient 

The collector efficiency output of the model was compared with validated models and 

experimental data of researchers Forristall [98] and Dudley[99]. Like the Forristall model, the EES 

model used Therminol VP-1 as the circulating HTF, and simulated performance under similar 

operating conditions.  As expected, the EES model predicted slightly higher collector efficiency 

for the same operating temperature, because of the ignored heat losses previously mentioned.  

 



 

Figure 17: Collector efficiency vs. HTF temperature above the ambient (oC) 

 

However, the efficiency curve can be seen to follow the general shape of the Forristall model by 

a fixed value of approximately 5-6 % (Figure 17) owing primarily to the fact that the same HTF was 

modelled in both cases. The efficiency さa;ﾉﾉ-ﾗaaざ in the experimental data reported by Dudley [99] 

however, differed from the other two curves. This resulted from the fact that Syltherm 800 HTF 

was instead used and the tests conditions were also slightly different.  

 

 Validation Result 3 - Useful Energy Gain of the HTF 

The useful energy gain of the HTF with operating  temperature along with the 1D model of 

Forristall [98] is given in Figure 18. The EES model also over predicts the useful energy gain due 

to the ignored losses stated earlier (convective heat loss between absorber tube and glass cover 

and the conductive heat loss from the tube support points along the receiver tube length).  



 

Figure 18: Useful energy gain of the HTF with operating temperature 

 

Aﾉデｴﾗ┌ｪｴ Fﾗヴヴｷゲデ;ﾉﾉげゲ ﾏﾗSWﾉ ゲｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デWS ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏ;ﾐIW ﾗ┗Wヴ ﾗﾐﾉ┞ ; ゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ デWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴW ヴ;ﾐｪWが デｴW EE“ 
model curve nevertheless follows the general trend of the Forristall model (Figure 18) but exceeds 

each value by approximately 200 W/m. This value is representative of the combined heat losses 

(convective and conductive) per metre length of receiver, ignored by EES receiver model and 

gives a rough idea of the magnitude of these losses. 

 

 Validation Result 4 - HTF Temperature Profile along Flow Loop 

The final and most critical validation concerned the HTF temperature profile along the flow loop 

as predicted by the EES receiver model. This EES receiver model results of this work were 

compared with the predicted profile of the Forristall 2-D model [98] by setting the inner heat 

transfer coefficient of the NaS cell to zero. Results revealed that the EES temperature profile very 



closely followed the Forristall model at lower operating temperatures (Figure 19) but slightly over 

predicted the final HTF outlet temperature. 

 

 

Figure 19: Simulated tube temperature profiles with HTF loop position 

 

Based on the results of the comparative simulations, the EES model has been shown to closely  

replicate the model predictions of other key researchers and of valid NREL test data, albeit from 

an idealized perspective. This is suggestive of general model reliability for simulating the 

theoretical performance of the conceptual EES solar field. It has been deduced that the EES model 

over predicts solar field efficiency by roughly 5-6% and that a predicted useful energy gain of 

between 3200 に 3600 W/m (over the 0 - 400oC operating range) contained an ignored heat loss 

in the range of 40 - 200 W/m (for all compared data). From results, it was observed that at 

maximum temperature of 450 oC the EES model (when compared to data from the state of the 

art SCHOTT PTR-70 receiver) under-predicted heat loss by a maximum of 15% due to the 

accumulated error from model idealization accumulated over the computational domain. 

 

6.1. Model Set-up Parameters and Properties used in Simulations 

The simulation parameters used in the EES receiver model are given below in Table 2. The EES 

receiver dimensions are those mentioned in the previous section and the solar field specifications 

are like those of the Andasol-1 PTC power plant at 18514 Aldeire, Granada, Spain. 



Table 2: Model parameters used in EES Receiver solar field simulation 

EES Receiver solar field model property (Unit) Value 

Absorber tube outer diameter, [wall] (m) 0.168, [0.007] 

Glass tube outer diameter, [wall] (m) 0.190, [0.005] 

NaS battery tube outer diameter, [wall] (m) 0.114, [0.006] 

HTF annulus diameter, (m) 0.040 

HTF loop length, (m) 576 

Number of HTF loops 156 

Tepco - T5 NaS cell diameter, (m) 0.0916 

Specific Heat Capacity: Tepco - T5 NaS Cell 744.2 J/kg.K [EES model calc.] 

Therminol VP-1 HTF mass flow (kg/s) 3-9 

HTF inlet temperature (oC) 20 

Initial NaS battery temperature (oC) 20 

Ambient temperature (oC) (SEGS VI data file, July 11, 1991) 

Sky Temperature (oC)[85] ど┻どののにの抜劇銚陳長怠┻泰
 

Start-up time of day 6:30 am 

(Latitude, Longitude)- SEGS Solar Plants, USA- 

[Used for weather data] 

(35oN, 117oW) 



EES Receiver solar field model property (Unit) Value 

(Latitude, Longitude)- 50 MWe Andasol-1 Solar 

Plant, Granada, Spain [Used for solar field 

specifications in this model] 

(37oN, 73oW) 

DNI @ start-up (W/m2) (SEGS VI data file, July 11, 1991) 

Flux concentration ratio 12.37 

Receiver incidence angle 0o 

Collector/receiver parameters 酵┸ 糠┸ 貢┸ 綱┸ 紘┸ 計提   

(transmittance, absorbance, reflectivity, 

emissivity, mirror shape factor, and incidence 

angle modifier respectively) 

酵直鎮銚鎚鎚 噺 ど┻ひば┹ 糠銚痛 噺 ど┻ひぱ┹ 糠直痛 噺ど┻どぬ┹ 貢陳沈追追墜追 噺 ど┻ひ; 綱銚痛 岫潔剣堅堅結健欠建件剣券 岻苔; 綱直痛 噺 ど┻ひ; 紘 噺ど┻ひ┹ 計提 噺 な  

Collector types applicable for comparison in this 

model 

LS-3, E-100, E-150 

 

One of the set-up parameters listed in Table 2, identified the industry standard Therminol VP-1, 

as the HTF chosen for simulation. The temperature dependent fluid properties for this HTF 

[104] are given as follows: 似参酸蚕司仕餐仔伺残 惨皿貸層 噺 ど┻なぬばばねぬ 伐 ぱ┻なひねばば抜など貸泰盤劇朕痛捗匪 伐 な┻ひににのば抜など貸胎盤劇朕痛捗匪態 髪に┻のどぬね抜など貸怠怠盤劇朕痛捗匪戴 伐 ば┻にひばね抜など貸怠泰盤劇朕痛捗匪替岷W �Kエ 峅  算使参酸蚕司仕餐仔伺残 惨皿貸層 噺 なねひぱ 髪 ど┻どどにねなね抜盤劇朕痛捗匪 髪 の┻ひのひな抜など貸滞盤劇朕痛捗匪態 伐 に┻ひぱばひ抜など貸腿盤劇朕痛捗匪戴 髪 ね┻ねなばに抜など貸怠怠盤劇朕痛捗匪替岷J【��┻ K峅  持参酸蚕司仕餐仔伺残 惨皿貸層 噺 などぱぬ┻にの 伐 ど┻ひどばひば抜盤劇朕痛捗匪 髪 ど┻どどどばぱななは抜盤劇朕痛捗匪態 伐 に┻ぬはば抜など貸滞盤劇朕痛捗匪戴岷��【�戴峅  

児参酸蚕司仕餐仔伺残 惨皿貸層 噺 結峭 泰替替┻怠替苔盤脹廿禰肉匪袋怠怠替┻替戴貸態┻泰苔泰胎腿嶌抜など貸滞岷�態【�峅 



Finally, both the NaS cell and Parabolic Trough Collector used in the model simulations is 

illustrated in Figure 20. This couple comprised the Tepco-T5 1.22kWh NaS cell and the 

commercially deployed LS-3 type Parabolic Trough Collector. 

 

 

Figure 20: Collector  and NaS Cell dimensions used in simulation of the EES Receiver solar field 

 

The section which follows next presents results obtained for model simulations describing the 

initial heating up of a typical 50 MWe Andasol-1 type sola field with integrated EES receivers. 

 

 

7. Results from Simulations for the Initial Heating of a Conceptual 50 MWe Solar Collector 

Field utilizing the EES Receiver 

Real operational simulations for the initial heating up of the solar field were approximated using 

the weather data obtained for the SEGS VI power plant, at Kramer Junction, California on July 18, 

1991 (shown in Figure 21). 



 

Figure 21: Weather data at SEGS VI power plant, Kramer Junction, California on July 18, 1991 

(Source:[105]) 

For the model start-up, NaS battery temperatures along the HTF loop were held at their initial 

cold temperature of 20oC. This is referred as the さ┣Wヴﾗ ヮ;ゲゲざ through the system (Figure 22). The 

HTF was thus allowed to heat up as it flows through the loop at a relatively low mass flow of 2.5 

kg/s, a value chosen to reduce the pumping power expended during initial heating and at the 

same time allow a HTF temperature rise above 100oC. Model results predicted an exit 

temperature of 140oC, or a temperature rise of 120oC. This value is close to the standard 

temperature rise of 100oC, typical of all solar fields operating with synthetic oil, at fully rated 

mass flows.  

 

 



 

Figure 22: TWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴW ヮヴﾗaｷﾉWゲ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW さ┣Wヴﾗ ヮ;ゲゲざ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW HTF ﾉﾗﾗヮ 

 

After the さ┣Wヴﾗざ pass was used to establish the initial temperature profile of the HTF, heat 

transfer was thereafter allowed with the NaS cells during on the さaｷヴゲデ ヮ;ゲゲざ of the HTF through 

the loop. As expected, heat transfer to the NaS cells resulted in a slight fall in HTF temperature 

ふЯヱンヰoC) when compared to the outlet temperature of the さ┣Wヴﾗ ヮ;ゲゲざ profile (140oC).  

This fall would have been greater had it not been for the relatively high series internal thermal 

resistance of the NaS cells, a value largely influenced by the thermal resistances of the sulphur 

electrode (0.205 W/mK ) and 紅-alumina electrolyte (3 W/mK ) respectively [10].  

Another important observation is the large difference (Figure 23) between the absorber tube and 

HTF temperatures at start-up. This large difference results from the impact of concentrated solar 

radiation on an initially cold absorber tube, and the time delay in effecting heat transfer to the 



HTF (absorber thermal inertia). It was also seen that this difference is significantly reduced as the 

HTF heats up along the HTF flow path.  

The glass cover temperature change was seen to be nonlinear, but is at a significantly lower value 

compared to the NaS and HTF temperatures. Also, owing to incident concentrated solar radiation 

passing さｷﾐデﾗざ the receiver, the outer glass surface was seen to be slightly hotter than the inner 

one. 

 

 

Figure 23: TWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴW ヮヴﾗaｷﾉWゲ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW さaｷヴゲデ ヮ;ゲゲざ デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ デｴW HTF ﾉﾗﾗヮ 

 

It is important to mention that heat transfer from the HTF to the NaS cells occurs only さ;aデWヴ ﾗﾐW 
residence time through the total power ヮﾉ;ﾐデ aﾉﾗ┘ IｷヴI┌ｷデざ (comprising solar field loop, header, 

runner and the pipework of the storage/power block) and only if the solar field HTF さヴWデ┌ヴﾐ 
デWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴWざ exceeds the initial cold temperature of the NaS cell bed. Therefore, depending on 

the initial temperatures of the NaS cells and other sections of the flow circuit, it is possible that 

the NaS cells could be さIﾗﾗﾉWSざ rather than heated, on return of the HTF to the solar field.  



To keep the simulation realistic in terms of timescales, before the second pass was simulated, a 

transient time of approximately 5 hours was calculated (based on the DNI values of the first HTF 

pass), for heat transfer to the thermal mass of pipework in the conceptual solar field. This time 

delay would allow the entire solar field (excluding thermal storage tanks and heat exchanger 

blocks) to be brought up to the first pass HTF operating temperature of the 130oC. These 

calculations are omitted here for brevity, but are   presented for the readerげゲ ヴWaWヴWﾐIW in 

Appendix 1. 

 

 

Figure 24: Second pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a representative loop in the solar field 

 

Iﾐ デｴW さゲWIﾗﾐS ヮ;ゲゲざ ふFigure 24), the HTF which had been previously held at 130oC until it had 

brought the entire plant pipe work up to temperature, is now passed through the 576 m flow 

loop. As the DNI value at this time of day (11:30 am) has now approached the rated (solar noon) 



value, the mass flow was increased to a rated 7.5 kg/s resulting in a shorter transit time of 11 

minutes.  The outlet HTF temperature was seen to rise to a new value of approximately 200oC 

during this transit time. 

At this point, it is important to point out, that this new HTF outlet temperature of 200oC will not 

be seen again at the HTF loop inlet until the entire PTC plant pipework has been heated to this 

temperature. Based on the 5-hour time delay calculated for a 100K rise, it is evident that with 

only 12 hours of solar radiation per day, it is impossible to heat up the entire plant from a cold 

temperature of 20oC to a power cycle temperature of approximately 400oC in one day without 

utilizing a gas fired boiler to initially heat up the system. This must be done when commissioning 

new plants and these calculations served mainly to show the level of delay that would be 

encountered when heating up the conceptual solar field. 

From this simulation point onward, it is assumed that all pipe work in the solar field had already 

been heated up to the power cycle operating temperature of 400oC. However, the 18-minute 

delay between HTF loop exit and re-entry in the solar field was still observed for all ensuing 

simulations. Observing this delay, the さデｴｷヴS ヮ;ゲゲざ start time for HTF flow through the solar field 

(Figure 25) was calculated as follows: 

3rd pass start time = 11:30am (2nd pass start time) + (11 mins in solar field transit time) + (18 mins 

delay for return to solar field) = 11:58 am. 

Thus 11:58 am was used as the start time of the さンrd HTF ヮ;ゲゲざ through the solar field. During 

this pass, and owing to the temperature gradient of the HTF flowing over the NaS battery tube in 

the loop, the simulation shows that now about half of the NaS cells (towards the end of the loop) 

would be experiencing phase change. This is shown by the constant temperature of these cells in 

the simulation.  Although rea life phase change of the NaS cells does occur in the 115 - 120oC, the 

first pass HTF temperature value of 130oC ┘;ゲ ┌ゲWS aﾗヴ Iﾗﾐ┗WﾐｷWﾐIW ;ゲ デｴW さゲｷﾏ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ヮｴ;ゲW 
Iｴ;ﾐｪW デWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴWざ aﾗヴ デｴW WﾐデｷヴW ゲﾗﾉ;ヴ aｷWﾉSく Tｴｷゲ SﾗWゲ ﾐﾗデ ;S┗WヴゲWﾉ┞ ;aaWIデ ;デ デｴW ﾏW;ﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa 
the results as under real conditions the only difference would be a slightly lower phase change 

temperature. 

 



 

Figure 25: Third pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a representative loop in the solar field 

 

At the end of the fourth pass (Figure 26), most of the NaS cells in the HTF loop would have been 

still been undergoing phase change, with only a few cells near the end of the loop having fully 

completed their phase change. 

 



 

Figure 26: Fourth pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a representative loop in the solar field 

 

By the time of the fifth pass (Figure 27), most of the NaS cells in the loop would have passed 

through phase change and would have again begun to experience a temperature rise. There is a 

slight fall in the gradient of the slope near the end of this profile. This was influenced by the 

previous gradient at the end of the fourth pass, resulting in a lower driving force for heat transfer 

to the NaS cells during the fifth pass. 

 



 

Figure 27: Fifth pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a representative loop in the solar field 

 

At the time of the sixth pass (Figure 28), simulations revealed that all the NaS cells would have 

completed phase change, and that cell temperatures would continue to rise, approaching that of 

the average HTF temperature. 

 

 



 

Figure 28: Sixth pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a representative loop in the solar field 

 

For the 7th to 13th passes, (Error! Reference source not found. to Error! Reference source not 

found.) results show the NaS battery temperature gradually approaching that of the HTF. In all 

these passes the HTF is assumed to be さIﾗﾗﾉWS Sﾗ┘ﾐざ H┞ ｴW;デ デヴ;ﾐゲaWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW ヮﾉ;ﾐデげゲ デｴWヴﾏ;ﾉ 
storage system and returned to the solar field at a fairly constant temperature of 300oC, as would 

be the case in any traditional PTC utilizing a Therminol VP-1 heat transfer fluid.  These plots are 

not shown for the sake of brevity in this work. 

 

 



 

Figure 29: Fourteenth and final pass of Therminol VP-1 HTF through a loop in EES solar field 

 

At the time of the fourteenth pass, the NaS cells would have finally reached thermal equilibrium 

with the HTF (Figure 29) and be ready for charging. This charge/discharge operation will be 

presented in a follow-up article to this work. 

 

 

 

8. Summary and Conclusion 

 

In this paper, both the conceptual representation and system of mathematical models describing 

the heat transfer processes in a novel Electrical Energy Storage (EES) PTC receiver have been 

presented. The EES receiver is a novel conceptual receiver with integrated electrical energy 



storage, a concept that is of critical importance in the context of the Renewable Energy 

revolution, Smart Grid Demand Support and many other potential ancillary power support 

services for existing utility grids.  In this paper, the conceptual EES receiver was mathematically 

modelled through the numerical solution of a quasi-transient system of 10 steady state and 2 

transient equations, given in terms of the important nodular temperatures and heat fluxes of the 

EES receiver.  

It was shown that the steady state equations were combined to produce a highly non-linear 

equation in 圏旺岌 頂墜津鳥┸銚痛, the heat flux conducted through the absorber wall flux, which was solved 

using the goalseek tool available in Microsoft Excel.  The solution to this さﾏ;ｷﾐざ equation served 

as the backbone of a Visual Basic macro coded in Microsoft Excel for the incremental solution of 

discretized transient equations along the axial length of the HTF flow path. Tﾗ デｴW ヴWゲW;ヴIｴWヴげゲ 
best knowledge, this may be one of the few or probably singular published cases where a 

complete Solar Parabolic Trough system model has been solved in this manner and outside of 

the use of established software packages such as MATLAB/ Simulink, TRNSYS or Scilab/Xcos. 

With regards to the initial heating up to operating temperature of the conceptual EES receiver 

solar field (with the NaS cells held under adiabatic conditions), both NREL test results and 

validated models of other researchers were used to assess model predictions. It was found that 

the model provides valid predictions of the key operating parameters, but over, or under predicts 

these parameters slightly because of the idealistic heat transfer conditions assumed (ignoring of 

annular convective losses in glass cover and conductive losses from the absorber tube). It was also 

seen that the EES receiver exhibits a relatively higher heat loss, which is directly influenced by its 

much larger absorber surface area and consequently lower flux concentration ratio.  

Despite these factors however, the results of the model have been validated, as key plant 

performance indicators (at working temperatures of 300-400oC) such as useful energy gain 

(3000-4000 W/m) and collector efficiency (75 に 61%) are well within the expected operational 

range for standard solar PTC fields  when the model was forced to run under identical operating 

conditions[98] . Most importantly under adiabatic NaS cell conditions, the computational results 

have been shown to be highly comparable to experimentally validated data[99,102,103] for 

standard PTC receivers currently deployed in PTC power plants around the globe.  

A follow up article will present results from charge/discharge simulations of this conceptual EES 

receiver in a typical 50 MW (Andasol Type) PTC power plant. 
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Appendix 1  

Time Delay Calculations for Heating Thermal Mass of an Andasol-1 Type Solar Field 

It was important to develop a rough estimate of the maximum time delay between HTF exit and 

re-entry, in a representative HTF loop. A schematic depicting the layout typical of the Andasol-1 

power plant layout (Figure 30) was therefore used to estimate the HTF flow distance between 

the power block and one of the HTF loops furthest from it (loop 117). Based on a さヴﾗ┌ｪｴざ 

calculation, the average distance the HTF travels to and from this loop, is approximately 2000 m. 

 

 

Figure 30: Schematic illustrating the layout of an Andasol-1 type PTC solar field (Adapted:[106]) 

 

Further, for estimation of the time delay associated with HTFげゲ W┝ｷデ ;ﾐS ヴW-entry into the solar field, it is 

also necessary to know the average HTF velocity through this さestimated 2000 ﾏ ﾗa ヮｷヮW┘ﾗヴﾆざ.  In the 

System Advisor Model (SAM) けTechnical Manual for the Physical Trough Modelげ [107], Wagner and Gilman 

of NREL, USA refer to PTC plants as having three different pumps for the HTF flow loop. These pumps are 

used to connect the three main piping sections of the plant, (power block, solar field and header/runners). 

Therefore, as different flows are typical across the three main sections of HTF flow circuitry, it was 



inappropriate to apply the same flow velocity of 0.2964 m/s used previously for the さaｷヴゲデ ヮ;ゲゲざ through 

the solar field, to the rest of pipework in the system.  

According to Wagner and Gilman, the design-point HTF velocity used for PTC plants in SAM software is 

1.85 m/s. Using this velocity as a さヴﾗ┌ｪｴ Wゲデｷﾏ;デWざ, the maximum expected time delay between solar field 

HTF exit and re-entry into the chosen representative loop was evaluated as follows: 

劇件兼結 穴結健欠検 噺  劇剣建欠健 穴件嫌建欠券潔結穴結嫌件訣券 喧剣件券建 懸結健剣潔件建検  噺  にどどど 兼な┻ぱの 兼 嫌エ 噺 などぱな 嫌 蛤  なぱ 兼件券嫌 

 

In the first pass, simulations revealed an HTF loop exit temperature of approximately 130oC. As stated 

earlier in this chapter, the EES receiver operates in conjunction standard thermal storage, but before the 

storage system can be charged, the さWﾐデｷヴW ヲヰヰヰ ﾏ ﾉWﾐｪデｴ ﾗa ヮｷヮW ┘ﾗヴﾆざ must be heated up by the さWﾐデｷヴW 
ゲﾗﾉ;ヴ aｷWﾉSざ.  

This requires determination of the 兼潔椎 value of the pipe work. For a worst-case scenario, the physical 

properties and dimensions of the largest pipe work section (runners) in a standard PTC plant were used 

to estimate the 兼潔椎 value of the entire 2000 m length of pipe work. Wagner and Gilman  give the largest 

pipe size used in the SAM ﾏﾗSWﾉ ;ゲ Αヲざ ゲIｴWS┌ﾉW D ゲデWWﾉ ヮｷヮW ┘ｷデｴ ;ﾐ ｷﾐデWヴﾐ;ﾉ Sｷ;ﾏWデWヴ ﾗa ヱくΑΑΒ ﾏ and a 

wall thickness of 34.5 mm [107]. 

The volume of a 2000 m length of this pipe is calculated as follows: 懸剣健憲兼結 噺  講岫経墜 伐 経沈岻態抜詣椎沈椎勅 噺 講岫な┻ぱねば 兼 伐  な┻ばばぱ 兼岻態抜はのねに 兼 噺 ひば┻ぱね 兼戴  

Based on the work of  Kelly and Kearney [108], the pipe work is here assumed to be ASTM A106, Grade B, 

seamless carbon steel pipe. The density of this carbon steel is given by industry datasheets as 7870 kg/m3. 

Therefore, the mass of pipework to be heated is given as: 警欠嫌嫌 噺  経結券嫌件建検 抜 撃剣健憲兼結 噺  ばぱばど �� �戴エ 抜ひば┻ぱね 兼戴 噺 ば┻ば抜など泰 �� 噺 ばばど ������  

The mass of absorber pipework in the entire solar field must also be heated up, before heat transfer can 

begin to the HTF or NaS cells. Using the さヴW;ﾉざ HTF loop length of 600 m, the total length of the 156 loops 

in the solar field is calculated as: はどど 兼抜なのは 噺 ひぬ┸はどど 兼  

The solar field absorber pipe volume can therefore be calculated as follows: 懸剣健憲兼結 噺  講岫経墜 伐 経沈岻態抜詣椎沈椎勅 噺 講岫ど┻なはぱ 兼 伐  ど┻なのね 兼岻態抜ひぬはどど 兼 噺 のば 兼戴  

Using the same density value as for ASTM A106, Grade B, seamless carbon steel pipe, the mass of absorber 

pipe to be heated is given as: 警欠嫌嫌 噺  経結券嫌件建検 抜 撃剣健憲兼結 噺  ばぱばど �� �戴エ 抜のば┻はぬね 兼戴 噺 ねのね 抜など戴 �� 噺 ねのね ������  



Therefore, the total mass of power plant pipe work to be heated is given as: 警欠嫌嫌 建剣建欠健 噺 警欠嫌嫌 岫嫌剣健欠堅 血件結健穴 喧件喧結 拳剣堅倦 髪  喧件喧結拳剣堅倦 潔剣券券結潔建件券訣 建剣 喧剣拳結堅 決健剣潔倦岻 岷������峅  警欠嫌嫌 建剣建欠健 噺 ねのね  髪 ばばど 噺 なににね ������ 

Now, the energy captured by the HTF as it moves through each flow loop of the solar field can be 

calculated as:  継券結堅訣検 潔欠喧建憲堅結穴 岫蛍岻 噺  警岌 張脹庁 岷�� �エ 峅抜系椎┸張脹庁岷J ��Kエ 峅抜ッ劇岫K岻抜建 岷�峅   
The 系椎 value for Therminol VP-1 increases with temperature. To remain conservative, the さIﾗﾉS 
デWﾏヮWヴ;デ┌ヴWざ 系椎 value of 1548 J/kg.K at the 20oC start-up temperature was used in calculation. The ッ劇 

for this calculation is 110 K ([130 に 20] oC), but a value of 100oC was used for calculation purposes. From 

the model simulation, the time required for one pass of the HTF through the 576 m loop at a mass flow of 

2.5 kg/s (flow velocity of 0.2964 m/s) is 32 minutes. Consequently, the energy captured by the HTF flow 

through the single representative loop is: 継券結堅訣検 潔欠喧建憲堅結穴 噺  に┻の �� �エ 抜なのねぱ J ��┻ Kエ 抜などどK抜岫ぬに 抜はど岻� 噺 ばねぬ �J 
An Andasol-1 type solar field consists of 156 loops. Assuming the same mass flow in all 156 loops the total 

energy capture of the entire solar field during this time can be estimated to be: 

 鯨剣健欠堅 血件結健穴 結券結堅訣検 潔欠喧建憲堅結 噺 岫ばねぬ┻どね 抜なのは岻�J 噺 ななは GJ 
It was already estimated that it would take approximately 18 minutes for the HTF to pass through the 

2000 m of header/runner pipe work in the AB flow path (Figure 30) and this time is used as representative 

of all field loops for simulation purposes. It can be therefore concluded that on average every 18 minutes, 

the 2000 m length of pipe work would receive 115.914 GJ of energy from the entire solar field. This 

translates to a rate heat transfer rate of: 

茎結欠建 建堅欠券嫌血結堅 堅欠建結  噺  ななの┻ひなね 罫蛍岫なぱ抜ぬに抜はど岻嫌 噺 ぬ┻ぬのね �J【� 

The さEﾐｪｷﾐWWヴｷﾐｪ TﾗﾗﾉHﾗ┝ざ website gives the specific heat of carbon steel as ど┻ねひ �J【��┻ K. Therefore, the 

energy required to heat up the entire 1224 tonnes of pipe work also by 100 K is calculated as: 迎結圏憲件堅結穴 鶏件喧結 拳剣堅倦 茎結欠建 継券結堅訣検 岫蛍岻 噺 兼椎沈椎勅 栂墜追賃抜系椎┸頂貸鎚痛勅勅鎮抜ッ劇 迎結圏憲件堅結穴 鶏件喧結 拳剣堅倦 茎結欠建 継券結堅訣検 岫J岻 噺 なににねどどど ��抜ねひど J ��┻ Kエ 抜などどK 噺  のひ┻ひの GJ  
If the heat transfer rate to the pipe work is などば┻ぬぬ �J【� as calculated earlier, then the total time required 

to reach an equilibrium temperature of 130oC is given as: 

茎結欠建件券訣 建件兼結 岫嫌岻 噺  迎結圏憲件堅結穴 鶏件喧結 拳剣堅倦 茎結欠建 継券結堅訣検 岫J岻茎結欠建 建堅欠券嫌血結堅 堅欠建結 岫J �岻エ  



茎結欠建件券訣 建件兼結 岫嫌岻 噺 のひ┻ひの GJぬ┻ぬのね �J【� 噺 なばぱばの 嫌 噺 ね┻ひば � 

This translates to a time of approximately 5 hours, a value which may prove conservative as during this 

time, the actual solar (DNI value W/m2) would have been increased beyond the maximum value of the 

range used in the initial 32-minute simulation.  

However, this time delay does provide a useful point in time from which to continue with the initial 

heating-up of the solar field from beyond the 130oC value. Since simulation began at 6:30 am, adding 5 

hours to this time would allow simulation to continue from the 130oC temperature value with a new start 

time of approximately 11:30 am and with HTF and NaS temperature profiles as depicted by the さaｷヴゲデ ヮ;ゲゲざ 

(Figure 23).  

END OF APPENDIX 1 


